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Public interest attorney and poet
Case in Point Podcast: Environmental Action and Poetry

In part two, Research Fellow

Episode 10.2: The Authoritarian Playbook

powerful portrait of an innovative artist and radical activist.

rich archive of writing, diaries, letters and personal effects, resulting in an intimate and

journalist and playwright, and fearless advocate for social justice, the film mines her

Lorraine Hansberry: Sighted Eyes/Feeling Heart

exploiting user data and sowing social and political unrest in the process.

willfully ignored warnings and shirked responsibility as it reveled in global success,

This in-depth investigation into the Silicon Valley giant reveals a corporation that

The Facebook Dilemma

and the activists who work tirelessly on social issues.

of the event's five panels. The MIC Center

symposium.

Pickard

MIC Center Launches at ASC!

Bissau's Journalism

"Retroactive Edits: 9/11, Television's Popular Archive, and Shifting Popular Memory"

Context"

"'Words that Work?' Practices of Constructive Journalism in a Local Caribbean

and the activists who work tirelessly on social issues.

Localized laboratory for a global phenomenon.

Anti-Semitism relates to the new global terror wave, revealing France to be a veritable

Hate: The Rising Tide of Anti-Semitism in France (and What It Means for Us)

cause of enormous injustice—and the missing piece in the mass incarceration puzzle.

Charged: The New Movement to Transform American Prosecution and End Mass

well as deep engagement with contemporary political science theorizing about

Democracy and Dictatorship in Europe: From the Ancien Régime to the Present Day

January 2020, Lisbon Portugal

2nd Lisbon Winter School: Media and Uncertainty

Journal Abstract

Assemblies

CFP Digital Feminist Activisms: The Performances and Practices of Online Public

September 2019, Copenhagen Denmark

MEDIASP Conference: Regime-Critical Media and Arab Diaspora: Challenges

June 2019, Lisbon Portugal

MILT Conference: Media Literacy for Living Together: The Future of Media and

Postdoctoral Fellows for 2019-2020. We are thrilled to welcome

Welcome LaCharles and Zeyno!!

Have something to share?

About what's worth exploring. Here are our suggestions.

The future is bright, the future is…news media beyond its current boundaries.

With risk surfacing everywhere around us, it's useful to have some cues

about what's worth exploring. Here are our suggestions.

The future is bright, the future is…news media beyond its current boundaries.